
Micro-Office Systems Liberates Carolina 
Clinic from Burdensome Legacy System

As a principal in the Research Triangle Park, NC-based healthcare consulting 
firm Medical Practice Advisory Group, LLC, Deborah Wilkins had a client that was 
hindered by onerous IT costs and poor usability—the worst of both worlds. 

“This EHR was costing them an arm and a leg,” says Wilkins, who served as 
the clinic’s interim administrator for about six months. “Some of the challenges 
included multiple contracts with multiple different vendors, all under the auspices 
of the company that owned, marketed, and sold the EHR. The practice had 
numerous contracts with different renewal dates, making it nearly impossible to 
terminate the relationship. This vendor also wanted to move them to new servers 
at a cost of $30-40k when everyone else is moving to the cloud.”

Wilkins says EHR costs would have been too high even if system data produced a 
more results-driven culture. Because it didn’t, the decision to pursue alternatives 
was a no-brainer, even if it created other worries.

“The quote for data conversion from the legacy vendor was ridiculously high,” 
Wilkins explains, “and we had grave concerns about whether they could actually 
convert the data into a format usable by the system that replaced them.” 

For Wilkins and her client, the search was on for a partner that could ensure 
access to legacy patient data and migrate the data at a reasonable cost, a 
significant consideration for the practice. 

Ending an Inequitable Relationship 

By retaining Micro-Office Systems (MOS) to facilitate data migration to a new EHR solution, Wilkins’ NC clients enjoyed the 
benefits of collaboration over coercion. Where the legacy vendor wanted to sell the clinic expensive servers in order to retain 
support, MOS migrated patient data to the cloud and provided ready access via a desktop application.

“That mitigated the $30k to $40k cost of new servers; I think we saved 50 
percent over the legacy EHR vendor’s proposal.” Wilkins explains. “It also 
mitigated the risk of cyber-attacks because the legacy vendor would not 
provide system updates unless we bought servers.” 

Beyond the obvious benefits of lower costs, Wilkins appreciated the 
customer-satisfaction approach MOS brought to the entire project, 
especially when things became tedious and complex as they so often do 
with IT objectives.

“I would give MOS an A-plus for their patience in particular,” Wilkins says, 
“because this was not a simple, straightforward project. We had to stay on 

top of the physicians to make decisions and get things done, and they were extraordinarily patient.”

Wilkins’ NC clinic now has affordable access to both actionable clinical data and the legacy patient data necessary to provide 
quality care. More importantly, they’ve also achieved liberation and control of their own healthcare IT system costs. 

Satisfied Clients and Reliable Service as a Business Strategy

Case Study

“Micro-Office Systems was stellar 
in every regard: A-plus customer 
service; A-plus in communication, 
knowledge, ability, skill set; and 
A-plus in delivering a finished 
product that meets our needs.”

Practice Profile
Name: A North Carolina clinic

Location: Raleigh, NC

Specialty: Outpatient care

Providers: 4

Locations: 1 

MOS Migration: 2019

“It’s clear Micro-Office 
Systems wants to retain 
business by providing great 
service, not by holding clients 
hostage. We could not be 
more satisfied.” 


